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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a method for tracking structures (e.g., ventricles and myocardium) in cardiac images
(e.g., magnetic resonance) by propagating forward in time a previous estimate of the structures via a new deformation
estimation scheme that is motivated by physical constraints of fluid motion. The method employs within structure
motion estimation (so that differing motions among different structures are not mixed) while simultaneously satisfying
the physical constraint in fluid motion that at the interface between a fluid and a medium, the normal component of the
fluid’s motion must match the normal component of the motion of the medium. We show how to estimate the motion
according to the previous considerations in a variational framework, and in particular, show that these conditions lead
to PDEs with boundary conditions at the interface that resemble Robin boundary conditions and induce coupling
between structures. We illustrate the use of this motion estimation scheme in propagating a segmentation across
frames and show that it leads to more accurate segmentation than traditional motion estimation that does not make
use of physical constraints. Further, the method is naturally suited to interactive segmentation methods, which are
prominently used in practice in commercial applications for cardiac analysis, where typically a segmentation from
the previous frame is used to predict a segmentation in the next frame. We show that our propagation scheme
reduces the amount of user interaction by predicting more accurate segmentations than commonly used and recent
interactive commercial techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate boundary detection of deforming structures from time-varying medical images (e.g., cardiac MRI) is an
important step in many clinical applications that study structure and function of organs non-invasively. While many
methods have been proposed to determine the boundary of a deforming structure by segmenting each frame based
on image intensity statistics and incorporating training data (see Section I-A), it is sometimes easier to exploit the
temporal coherence of the structure, and apply a tracking framework. That is, one matches a current estimate of
the structure of interest at time t to the image at time t + 1 to detect the organ at time t + 1. This requires an
accurate registration between images.
A difficulty in registration stems from the aperture problem - many different registrations are able to explain two
images, and therefore, regularization is needed to constrain the set of possible solutions. Typically, global regulariza-
tion is used. However, the image consists of many structures, each moving with different motions/deformations, and
global regularization implies that smoothing is performed across multiple structures1. Therefore, motion/deformation
information from surrounding structures is used in the registration estimate within the structure of interest; this
leads to errors in the registration and in the structure segmentation.
In this work, we derive a registration method that estimates motion separately in each structure by performing
only within structure regularization (so that motions from heterogeneous structures are not mixed) while satisfying
physical motion constraints (from fluid mechanics) across the boundary between two structures. Specifically, the
physical constraint is that the motion of a fluid in a medium at the interface is such that the normal components of
the motions are the same. We derive a motion estimation scheme that incorporates these physical considerations.
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interest, aiding the registration of the organ. See Figures 6 and 7 for an experiment.
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2We use our new motion estimation scheme in a tracking algorithm to segment structures. That is, given the initial
segmentation in the first frame, our algorithm automatically propagates the segmentation to the next frame. Although
our methodology is not restricted to a particular imaging modality or a particular structure, we focus on a prominent
application where the physically motivated considerations are natural - segmenting the left (LV), right ventricle (RV),
and the surrounding heart muscle from cardiac MRI. We demonstrate that our new motion estimation scheme leads
to more accurate segmentation of the LV and RV than using traditional global regularization.
Further, the main motivation for our new motion estimation scheme is segmentation propagation in interactive
segmentation of image sequences. Segmentation propagation is a basic step to predict the segmentation in the next
frame from the current frame in interactive methods. Interactive approaches are still the norm in commercial medical
applications (particularly cardiac MRI) as fully automated segmentation (see discussion in Section I-A) is still at
the research stage. An accurate segmentation propagation reduces the amount of interaction for the user. We show
that our propagation scheme, with physically viable motion, leads to better segmentation propagation than recent
existing commercially available software for cardiac segmentation, and would thus require less interaction.
A. Related Work: Cardiac Segmentation
We now give a brief review of the cardiac image segmentation literature, which places our work in appropriate
context. For a more thorough review of literature, we direct the reader to recent review articles [35], [53].
Early methods for automatic segmentation of cardiac images involve the use of image partitioning algorithms
(e.g., active contours [19] implemented via level sets [31], graph cuts [3], or convex optimization methods [4]),
which optimize energies that integrate basic image features such as edges [36], intensity statistics [8], motion cues
[11], and basic smoothness priors of the partition. These methods are good at partitioning the image into regions
of homogeneous statistics, however, the regions of the partition do not typically select regions that correspond
to physical objects/structures (e.g., the left/right ventricle, or the myocardium). Therefore, there have been two
approaches to augment basic segmentation algorithms to determine object boundaries: training-based approaches
where manually segmented objects from training images are used to construct a model which is then used in
automatic segmentation, and the second approach is interactive approaches where human interaction is used to
correct errors from basic segmentation approaches.
Since our contribution lies in reducing the amount of interaction required in interactive approaches, we give only
a brief review of training based approaches next before moving to review interactive approaches. In training-based
approaches, training data is used to construct a model of the heart. Early approaches constructed models of the
heart manually by using simple geometric approximations of the heart made by observing training images, e.g.,
a generic model of the heart constructed from truncated ellipses [43] that are used to model the ventricles. More
specific models for the heart tailored to the training data use the training data of manually segmented organs more
directly. Some approaches (e.g., [45], [47], [22], [16], [54], [50], [51]) make use of active shape and appearance
models [7], [6] where manual landmarks around the boundary of the object in training images model the shape,
and texture descriptors describing a neighborhood around the landmark are used to model object appearance. Such
landmarks and descriptors allow for natural use of PCA to generate a statistical model. More precise models of
shape are based on performing PCA of segmented objects using mesh-based approaches [13] or geometric level
set representations [46], [34]. The previous methods construct static models of the heart, however, the heart is
a dynamic object, and thus, dynamic models of shape [39], [52] are constructed by considering the shape from
multiple frames in the sequence as a time-varying object. Once the heart model is constructed from training data,
to perform object segmentation of an image, the model must be fitted to the image. This can be done in a number
of ways, the most common method for shape models (e.g. [5], [10], [46]) is to restrict the optimization of the
energies based on basic image features (discussed in the previous paragraph) to the shapes determined by the
parametric shape model. Other approaches that have both shape and appearance information deform the average
shape/appearance, i.e., the atlas, via registration to fit the target image, thereby determining the object segmentation
[26], [54], [18], [21].
Although a fully automatic solution to segmentation of the heart (as in the methods above) and its sub-structures
is the ideal goal, these methods are not accurate enough (especially when there is deviation from the training set,
e.g., in cases of disease) to be used in many cardiac applications (e.g., [53], [23], [33], [46], [20], [42], [27], [24],
[47], [28]). Therefore, in practical commercial applications, interactive approaches to segmentation in which a user
3corrects the prediction of automatic segmentation are still the norm. Various techniques in the computer vision
community (e.g., [49], [2], [9]) have been designed to incorporate interaction in the form of seed points (belonging
to the object and the background). These methods modify energies based on simple image features (discussed in the
first paragraph) to incorporate constraints from the seed points entered by the user. Other interactive methods allow
for a manual or semi-automated segmentation of the first frame in the cardiac sequence and then attempt to propagate
the segmentation to sub-sequent frames, thereby predicting a segmentation that needs little interaction to correct
[41], [30]. Several methods exist to propagate the initial segmentation (e.g., by registration [41], [30]) and/or by
using the manual segmentation in the first frame as initialization to an automated segmentation algorithm. Several
commercial softwares for interactive heart segmentation have been designed. For example, the recent software
Medviso [15], [44] allows the user to input an initial segmentation, which is then propagated to subsequent frames
in order to segment various structures including the ventricles and myocardium. The software also allows for
various other manual interactions to correct any errors in the propagation. The algorithm is a culmination of many
techniques including registration to propagate the segmentation as well as the use of automated methods training
data to encode shape priors.
B. Related Work: Registration
The goal of our method is to improve the propagation method in interactive techniques so that less interaction
is required by the user. We do so by deriving a registration technique that better models the underlying physics
of the motion of ventricles and myocardium, in particular constraints formed from interactions between adjacent
regions (e.g., ventricles and the surrounding muscle). Since our works relates to registration, we give a brief review
of recent related work in registration.
The goal of registration is to find pixel-wise correspondence between two images in a sequence. The difficulty
arises from the aperture ambiguity: there are infinitely many transformations that map one image to the other, and
thus regularization must be used to constrain the solution. The pioneering work [17] from the computer vision
literature uses a uniform global smoothness penalty to estimate the registration under small pixel displacements.
Larger deformations with global regularization that lead to diffeomorphic registrations, a property of a proper
registration in typical medical images, has been considered by [1], [48]. For cardiac images (as well as other medical
images), there are multiple objects (sub-structures) that each have different motion characteristics, thus global
regularization across adjacent objects (mixing heterogenous motion characteristics) is not desired, and moreover,
there are physical constraints between adjacent regions that a registration based on global regularization does not
satisfy. In particular, in cardiac applications (and others), the ventricles and the heart muscle (myocardium), both
mostly fluids, are such that the normal component on the boundary of the motions (velocity) of both structures are
equal. The previous constraint is from the fact that the ventricle and the surrounding muscle do not separate during
motion. Further, the No-Slip condition [29] from fluid mechanics for viscous fluids states that the motion of the
fluid relative to the boundary (the tangent component) is zero. The scale at which this happens is small compared
with the resolution of the imaging device, and thus we allow the tangent components to be arbitrary across the
boundary, although our technique can easily be modified if the No-Slip condition is desired to be enforced.
There has been recent work in the medical imaging literature that has considered other forms of regularization
rather than global regularization. Indeed, in the case of lung registration, the lung slides along the rib-cage, and
the motion of both these structures are different and thus global regularization is not desired. In [32], [40] an
anisotropic global regularization is used to favor smoothing in the tangential direction near organ boundaries. In
[38], Log-Demons [48] is generalized so that smoothing is performed on the tangent component of the registration
within organs, and the normal component is globally smoothed on the whole image. Our approach differs from
these works in that our technique is motivated by the physical constraints of fluid motion present in the heart.
Further, in our method, regularization is only performed within homogeneous structures (different than [38] which
smoothes the normal component across structures, mixing inhomeogeneous motions), and smoothing along the
tangential direction of the boundary in [32], [40] does not necessarily ensure that the normal motions equality on
the boundary. While [38] achieves equal normal motions, it does so by smoothing across tstructures.
C. Organization of Paper
In Section II, we specify the motion and registration model between frames in an image sequence, in particular,
the motion constraint between structures. In Section III, we use the motion model to setup a variational problem
4for estimating the motion given the two images assuming infinitesimal motion, and then show how to estimate the
motion using two different methods. In Section III, we show how to estimate non-infinitesimal motion that are
typical between frames and simultaneously propagate the segmentation from the previous frame to the next frame.
Finally, we in Section V show a series of experiments to verify our method as well as compare it to an existing
recent commercial software package for interactive cardiac segmentation.
II. MOTION AND REGISTRATION MODEL
In this section, we state the assumptions that we use to derive our method for piecewise registration whose
normal component is continuous across organ boundaries. We assume the standard brightness constancy plus noise
model:
J1(x) = J0(w
−1(x)) + η(x), x ∈ Ω (1)
where Ω ⊂ Rn (n = 2, 3) is the image domain, J0, J1 : Ω → R are the images sampled from the time-varying
imagery at two consecutive times, w : Ω → Ω is the registration between frames J0 and J1, and η is a noise
process. The structure of interest in J0 is denoted R ⊂ Ω and the background is denoted Ω\R. Our model can be
extended to any number of organs, but we forgo the details for simplicity of presentation. The structure in frame
J1 is then assumed to be w(R).
The registration is an invertible map, and thus we represent it as an integration of a time varying infinitesimal
velocity field (following standard representation in the fluid mechanics literature):
w(x) = φT (x), φs(x) = x+
∫ s
0
vτ (φτ (x)) dτ, s ∈ [0, T ] (2)
where T > 0, vτ : Ω→ Rn is a velocity field, and φτ : Ω→ Ω for every τ ∈ [0, T ]. The map φτ is such that φτ (x)
indicates the mapping of x after it flows along the velocity field for time τ , which is an artificial time parameter.
We assume that the motion/deformation of the structure of interest R and the surrounding region have different
characteristics and therefore the registration w consists of two components (one can easily extend to more com-
ponents, but we use only two for simplicity of notation), win and wout defined inside the organ of interest R and
outside the organ Ω\R, resp. This can be achieved with a velocity field that has two components vinτ , voutτ (both
smooth within their domains):
w(x) =
{
win(x) x ∈ R
wout(x) x ∈ Ω\R , vτ (x) =
{
vinτ (x) x ∈ Rτ
voutτ (x) x ∈ Ω\Rτ
, (3)
where Rτ = φτ (R). This implies that win and wout are smooth and invertible. When the structure R contains a
fluid (as in the ventricles) and Ω\R is the surrounding medium (e.g., myocardium), the normal as in our case of
interest, there is a physical constraint from fluid mechanics imposed on vinτ and v
out
τ at the boundary ∂Rτ . The
constraint is that the normal component of vinτ and v
out
τ are equal on ∂Rτ :
vinτ (x) ·N(x) = voutτ (x) ·N(x), x ∈ ∂Rτ , (4)
where N indicates the surface normal of ∂Rτ . The condition implies that the two mediums R and Ω\R do not
separate when deformed by the infinitesimal motion. Further, the No-Slip Condition from fluid mechanics [29]
implies that the motion of the fluid relative to the surrounding medium is zero at the interface, thus, the tangent
components of vinτ is zero. However, the scale at which the tangential component is approximately zero may be at
a scale much smaller than determined by the resolution of the imaging device. Therefore, we do not enforce this
constraint, although if desired, the constraint can easily be incorporated in our framework in the next section.
Modeling the velocity with two separate components allows for different deformation for the structure of interest
and surrounding medium, and the constraint (4) couples the two components of velocity, in a physically plausible
manner. This implies continuity of the normal component of vτ across ∂Rτ , but not necessarily differentiability, as
dictated by materials of different chemical composition.
III. ENERGY-BASED FORMULATION FOR INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATIONS
In this section, we consider the case when the registration can be approximated as w(x) = x+v(x) where v is an
infinitesimal deformation, and we show how one computes v such that (4) is satisfied while applying regularization
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Fig. 1: Regularization within regions alone does not necessarily induce matching normal motions. [First]:
I1 with the boundary of R, ∂R, marked in red. [Second]: I2. [Third]: Normal components of the velocities just
inside and just outside ∂R using traditional optical flow computation separately within R and Ω\R. Notice that
the normal components of the velocities inside and outside ∂R are different, and therefore not physically viable.
[Fourth]: The result of our approach using regularization only within regions, while satisfying the normal motion
matching constraint: normal motions along ∂R are equal.
only within regions and not across regions.
We design an optimization problem so that the solution determines the infinitesimal deformation v of interest.
In a tracking framework, R is given (e.g., at the initial frame or the previous estimate from a previous frame), and
the goal is to determine v and then R + v = {x + v(x) : x ∈ Ω} is the object in the next frame (assuming the
deformation between frames is small). The energy that we consider is
E(vi, vo;R, I) =
1
2
∫
R
(|J1 − I +∇I · vi|2+αi|∇vi|2) dx+ 1
2
∫
Ω\R
(|J1 − I +∇I · vo|2+αo|∇vo|2) dx (5)
subject to vi ·N = vo ·N on ∂R (6)
The infinitesimal deformations are defined vi : R→ Rn and vo : Ω\R→ Rn (as in (3)). The operator∇ is the spatial
gradient defined within R or Ω\R (without crossing ∂R). Note that the first term in each of the above integrals
arises from a linearization of (1) (when I = J0), and due to the well-known aperture problem, regularization (the
second term in each of the integrals) is required to invert (3). It should be emphasized that the regularization is
done separately within each of the regions. The weights αi, αo > 0 indicate the amount of regularity desired within
each region.
The problem above is a generalization of Horn & Schunck optical flow. Note that solving for the Horn &
Schunck optical flow within each region separately does not lead to motions such that at the interface, they have
equal normal components (see Figure 1), whereas the solution of (5) to be presented in subsequent sections does.
Note that computing Horn & Schunck optical flow in each region requires boundary conditions (and typically they
are chosen to be Neumann boundary conditions: ∇vi · N = 0 and ∇vo · N = 0 on ∂R). Note that replacing
these boundary conditions with the boundary constraint (6) does not specify a unique solution. Also, while Horn &
Schunck optical flow computed on the whole domain Ω naturally gives a globally smooth motion, which by default
satisfies matching normals at the interface, this is not natural for the ventricles / myocardium, where different
motions exist in the regions (see Figure 2), and the motions should not be smoothed across the regions.
In the subsections below, we show how the matching normal constraint can be enforced approximately and
exactly. This leads to PDEs for vi and vo that are coupled with boundary conditions that are not seen in optical
flow estimation and medical image registration.
A. Energy Optimization with a Soft Constraint
The first approach to optimize (5) subject to (6) is to construct a new energy that includes a term that penalizes
deviations away from (6). This greatly favors deformations that satisfy the constraint, but the optimization of the
energy does not in general satisfy the constraint exactly. We consider the following energy:
Es(vi, vo;R, I) = E(vi, vo;R, I) +
β
2
∫
∂R
(vi ·N − vo ·N)2 ds (7)
6image + boundary global optical flow our method our method (motion decomp.)
Fig. 2: Why regularization within regions and matching motion normals constraint? Heart is contracting. [First]:
J0, ∂R in green, and the red box is zoomed in subsequent images. [Second]: velocity field with global regularization
shows smoothing across the boundary. [Third]: velocity fields vin, vout with within region regularization and
normal constraint shows clear difference to global regularization. [Fourth]: normal and tangent components of
inside/outside velocities vin, vout; notice the matching normal components, but discontinuity of tangent components
across boundary (tangent component outside is nearly zero). Outside boundary velocity indicates contractive behavior
of myocardium, and tangent component inside indicates some circulation near boundary: cannot be captured with
globally smooth regularization.
where β > 0. Note that the space of vi, vo is a linear space, and the energy Es is convex and thus, any local optimum
is a global optimum. To find the necessary conditions, we compute the first variation of Es. Let hi : R→ R2 and
ho : Ω\R→ R2 be perturbations of vi and vo, then the first variation in (hi, ho) (after simplification) is
dE(vi, vo) · (hi, ho) =
∫
R
[(J1 − I +∇I · vi)∇I − αi∆vi] · hi dx (8)
+
∫
Ω\R
[(J1 − I +∇I · vo)∇I − αo∆vo] · ho dx (9)
+
∫
∂R
[αi(∇vi ·N) + β(vi ·N − vo ·N)N ] · hi ds (10)
+
∫
∂R
[αo(∇vo ·N) + β(vi ·N − vo ·N)N ] · ho ds (11)
where the first two terms in the two boundary integrals are obtained from integration by parts, and ∆ denotes the
Laplacian operator. The necessary conditions for a minimum are obtained by choosing vi, vo such that dE(vi, vo) ·
(hi, ho) = 0 for all hi, ho, and thus, we have
−αi∆vi +∇I∇IT vi = −(J1 − I)∇I, in R (12)
−αo∆vo +∇I∇IT vo = −(J1 − I)∇I, in Ω\R (13)
αi∇vi ·N + β(vi ·N − vo ·N)N = 0, on ∂R (14)
αo∇vo ·N + β(vi ·N − vo ·N)N = 0, on ∂R (15)
where T indicates transpose. The last two boundary conditions are Robin boundary conditions (these conditions
are constraints on a linear combination of the normal derivatives of the functions and the function values on the
boundary). These boundary conditions specify a unique solution of the PDE. We note that vi and vo are linked to
each other inside and outside by the boundary conditions (unlike separate solution of vi and vo using Neumann
boundary conditions as in traditional optical flow). Such a link between vi and vo is expected given that the normal
components on the boundary are to be close, and vi and vo are to be smooth within their respective regions of
definition.
B. Energy Optimization with the Hard Constraint
We now show how to optimize (5) subject to (6) by enforcing (6) exactly. We optimize E in (5) among vi and
vo that satisfy (6) exactly. The space of vi, vo satisfying the normal constraint is a linear space, and the energy is
convex, and so any local optimum must be a global optimum. Therefore, we now compute the first variation of E
evaluated at (vi, vo) applied to a perturbation hi, ho in the permissible space (those that perturb vi, vo so that the
7constraint is satisfied). Note that the space of permissible perturbations also satisfy the normal matching constraint:
hi ·N = ho ·N on ∂R (this is obtained by differentiating the constraint in the direction of hi, ho). The variation is
dE(vi, vo) · (hi, ho) =
∫
R
[(J1 − I +∇I · vi)∇I − αi∆vi] · hi dx
+
∫
Ω\R
[(J1 − I +∇I · vo)∇I − αo∆vo] · ho dx
+
∫
∂R
αi(∇vi ·N) · hi ds−
∫
∂R
αo(∇vo ·N) · ho ds. (16)
The above expression holds even for perturbations that are not permissible (do not satisfy the constraint). One can
decompose hi and ho on ∂R into its normal and tangential components:
hi = piN (hi) + piT (hi) (17)
ho = piN (ho) + piT (ho) (18)
where piN (h) = (h · N)N and piT (h) = h − piN (h) for h defined on ∂R. Note that piN (hi) = piN (ho) by the
normal constraint, and thus, we will set hN = piN (hi) · N = piN (ho) · N . One can similarly decompose ∇vi · N
and ∇vo ·N into normal and tangential components on ∂R. Therefore,
(∇vi ·N) · hi = hN (∇vi ·N) ·N + piT (hi) · piT (∇vi ·N) (19)
(∇vo ·N) · ho = hN (∇vo ·N) ·N + piT (ho) · piT (∇vo ·N). (20)
Substituting these formulas into the variation (16) yields
dE(vi, vo) · (hi, ho) =
∫
R
[(J1 − I +∇I · vi)∇I − αi∆vi] · hi dx
+
∫
Ω\R
[(J1 − I +∇I · vo)∇I − αo∆vo] · ho dx
+
∫
∂R
hN [αi(∇vi ·N) ·N − αo(∇vo ·N) ·N ] ds
+
∫
∂R
αipiT (hi) · piT (∇vi ·N) ds−
∫
∂R
αopiT (ho) · piT (∇vo ·N) ds.
Since the hN and piT (hi), piT (ho) may be chosen independently and arbitrarily, the necessary conditions for an
optimum are
−αi∆vi +∇I∇IT vi = −(J1 − I)∇I, in R (21)
−αo∆vo +∇I∇IT vo = −(J1 − I)∇I, in Ω\R (22)
αi(∇vi ·N) ·N = αo(∇vo ·N) ·N, on ∂R (23)
∇vi ·N = piN (∇vi ·N), on ∂R (24)
∇vo ·N = piN (∇vo ·N), on ∂R (25)
vi ·N = vo ·N, on ∂R (26)
The above PDE is uniquely specified, and thus the solution specifies a global optimum. The boundary conditions
indicate that the normal derivatives of vi, vo only have normal components, and the normal components of the
normal derivative of vi and vo differ by a scalar factor αo/αi. Note that, like the case of enforcing the normal
continuity constraint via the soft penalty, vi and vo are related to by the boundary conditions, which enforce the
normal continuity constraint exactly while regularizing only within regions R and Ω\R separately.
C. Numerical Solution for Infinitesimal Deformation Estimation
The operators on the left-hand side of (21) and (22) (and similarly (12) and (13) in the previous subsection)
that act on vi and vo are (with the given boundary conditions) positive semi-definite, and thus, one may use the
conjugate gradient algorithm for a fast numerical solution. This property is verified in Appendix A.
8Since the boundary conditions are not standard of the PDE used in the medical imaging community, we now
show one possible scheme for the numerical discretization of the PDE in the previous sections. We apply a finite
difference discretization (although higher accuracy may be obtained with a finite element method). Consider a
pixelized regular grid, we apply the standard finite difference approximation for the Laplacian:
∆vi(x) =
∑
y∼x,y∈R
(vi(y)− vi(x)) +
∑
y∼x,y∈Ω\R
(vi(y)− vi(x)) (27)
∆vo(x) =
∑
y∼x,y∈Ω\R
(vo(y)− vo(x)) +
∑
y∼x,y∈R
(vo(y)− vo(x)), (28)
where y ∼ x indicates that y is a four-neighbor of x. Note that vi(y) is not defined for y ∈ Ω\R (also, vo(y) is
not defined for y ∈ R). We now derive extrapolation formulas for these quantities by discretizing the boundary
conditions.
We consider discretization of (23)-(26). Let x ∈ R and y ∈ Ω\R. Applying a one-sided first order difference to
approximate ∇vi(x) ·N and ∇vo(y) ·N , we find
αi(vi(y)− vi(x)) + βpiN (vi(x))− βpiN (vo(x)) = 0
αo(vo(y)− vo(x)) + βpiN (vi(y))− βpiN (vo(y)) = 0.
where N , the outward normal can be approximated simply by the unit vector pointing from x to y, or more
accurately with a level set representation of the region R, the gradient of the level set function. We employ the
latter approximation in determining piN .
Solving for vi(y) and vo(x) in terms of vo(y) and vi(x), one obtains
vi(y) = vi(x) +
β(β − αo)
β2 − αiαopiN (vo(y)− vi(x))
vo(x) = vo(y)− β(β − αi)
β2 − αiαopiN (vo(y)− vi(x)).
Let v = (vi, vo) be the velocity on Ω and As be the operator on the left hand side of (12) and (13), then the
discretization is
Asv(x) ={
−αi
∑
y∼x,y∈R(v(y)− v(x)) + αiβ(β−αo)β2−αiαo
∑
y∼x,y∈Rc piN (v(y)− v(x)) +∇iI(x)∇iI(x)T v(x) x ∈ R
−αo
∑
y∼x,y∈Rc(v(y)− v(x)) + αoβ(β−αi)β2−αiαo
∑
y∼x,y∈Rc piN (v(y)− v(x)) +∇oI(x)∇oI(x)T v(x) x ∈ Rc
,
(29)
where ∇i and ∇o are gradient operators approximated with central differences for interior points of R and Rc =
Ω\R, respectively, and one-sided differences are applied at the boundary points so that differences do not cross the
boundary. One then solves the system below using the conjugate gradient algorithm:
Asv(x) = −(J1(x)− I(x))
{
∇iI(x) x ∈ R
∇oI(x) x ∈ Rc
. (30)
Next, by similar methodology, one can discretize the PDE (21)-(26). The discretization of the boundary conditions
are
αi(vi(y)− vi(x)) ·N = αo(vo(y)− vo(x)) ·N
vi(y)− vi(x) = piN (vi(y)− vi(x))
vo(y)− vo(x) = piN (vo(y)− vo(x))
vi(y) ·N = vo(x) ·N
for y ∈ Rc and x ∈ R. Since vi(y) and vo(x) are not defined, we derive extrapolation formulas for these quantities
9by solving the above system for vi(y) and vo(x) in terms of vi(x) and vo(y); this yields
vi(y) = vi(x) +
αo
αi + αo
piN (vo(y)− vi(x)) (31)
vo(x) = vo(y)− αi
αi + αo
piN (vo(y)− vi(x)). (32)
The discretization of the operators on the left hand side of (21) and (22), which we denote Ah is then
Ahv(x) ={
−αi
∑
y∼x,y∈R(v(y)− v(x)) + αiαoαi+αo
∑
y∼x,y∈Rc piN (v(y)− v(x)) +∇iI(x)∇iI(x)T v(x) x ∈ R
−αo
∑
y∼x,y∈Rc(v(y)− v(x)) + αiαoαi+αo
∑
y∼x,y∈Rc piN (v(y)− v(x)) +∇oI(x)∇oI(x)T v(x) x ∈ Rc
, (33)
and then the solution for v = (vi, vo) is obtained by solving
Ahv(x) = −(J1(x)− I(x))
{
∇iI(x) x ∈ R
∇oI(x) x ∈ Rc
(34)
using conjugate gradient.
We note that the numerical solution for our method, of within region regularization along with the normal
constraint, has similar computational cost as global regularization (with the traditional Horn & Schunck method).
The operators As and Ah slightly differ from the operator in global regularization. The simple modification as well
as fast computational cost make our method an easy and costless alternative to traditional global regularization.
We note that both the hard and soft constraint solution lead to boundary conditions that are not traditional, and
both are solved using a similar numerical scheme (in the next section). In the experiments we use the hard-constraint
formulation, and the soft version is presented for completeness and to show that the soft version would not lead to
any easier formulation or numerical scheme.
IV. LARGER DEFORMATION ESTIMATION AND SHAPE TRACKING
In this section, we consider the case of non-infinitesimal deformations between frames, which is typical in realistic
MRI sequences. We derive a simple technique for the registration the satisfies the properties (2) and (3).
This is accomplished by using the results of the previous section to estimate an initial infinitesimal deformation
v0 between the two given images J0 and J1, then J0 and the region R are deformed infinitesimally by v0, then the
process is repeated on the deformed region and deformed image until convergence. The accumulated warp w can
be computed easily, but in tracking, the deformed region w(R) is of primary interest.
We now put the simple scheme mentioned above into a PDE formulation. This formulation estimates Rτ , φ−1τ ,
and w−1 defined in (2) and (3). To do this, one solves for the incremental deformation vτ by one of the methods
presented in the previous section, the image J0 is warped by the accumulated warp φ−1τ , and the procedure is
repeated, but this time solving for the velocity to deform J0 ◦ φ−1τ . This procedure is summarized below:
vτ = arg min
v
E(v;Rτ , Iτ ) (35)
∂τφ
−1
τ = −∇φ−1τ · vτ , φ−10 (x) = x (36)
∂τΨτ = −∇Ψτ · vτ , Ψ0(x) = distR(x), Rτ = {Ψτ ≤ 0} (37)
Iτ = J0 ◦ φ−1τ (38)
where distR is the signed distance function of R, Rτ = φτ (R) is the region formed by flowing R along the velocity
field for time τ , and E is defined in (5). The solution of (5) is determined by one of the methods presented in
Section III (we use the hard constraint formulation in the experiments). The region Rτ is represented by a level
set function Ψτ : Ω→ R, which makes the computation of the region Rτ convenient and have sub-pixel accuracy,
although the level set is not required (Rτ may be directly computed from R and φ−1τ ). The level set function
satisfies a transport equation shown in (37). The backward map φ−1τ satisfies a transport PDE: the identity map is
transported along integral curves of vτ to determine φ−1τ . While in tracking, only Rτ is desired, the backward map
is computed to aid in accurate numerical computation of Iτ (38), which is required to estimate vτ (35). At the time
of convergence of the region Rτ , T , IT approximates J1, and the registration between J1 to J0 is w−1 = φ−1T .
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Fig. 3: Representation of the right and left ventricles and myocardium with a single level set function (sign of level
set function indicated in red in the regions bounded by yellow contours).
Note that integrating a sufficiently smooth vector field vτ to form φτ as in (36) (and (2)) guarantees that φτ
is a diffeomorphism within R and Ω\R (see classical results in [12]). Note that since vτ in each region Rτ and
Ω\Rτ are solutions of Poisson equations, vτ is differentiable with Sobolev H2 regularity in each region, and so
sufficiently smooth.
A. Tracking Multiple Regions
In cardiac image analysis, there are multiple structures (the right and left ventricles, and myocardium) that
all useful and should be segmented. Our method is easily adaptable to this case. Indeed, computation of vτ in
Section III-C can be readily generalized. In general, multiple level sets should be used to represent multiple
regions. However, in our case of interest (ventricles and surrounding epicardium), the regions form a rather simple
topology (see Figure 3), and all regions can be represented using a single level set.
While theoretically φτ for each τ will be an invertible/onto map in each individual region, and thus regions cannot
change topology, numerically, between close by structures, merging/splitting may occur. Since we know that, in our
application of interest, there is no such topology change, we enforce a hard topology constraint, that topology must
not change during the level set evolution. This is now standard with level sets using discrete topology preserving
techniques [14]. The original level set evolution is augmented with a step that looks for non-simple points that
change sign in a level set update, i.e., locations of topology change. Such points are not allowed to change sign,
and this preserves topology. Non-simple points are easily detected with local pixel-wise operations, and this makes
implementation easy and the technique adds very little computational cost. The reader is referred to [14] for details
on the criteria for simple points.
V. EXPERIMENTS
This section consists of four sets of experiments. The first two experiments are examples that illustrate and
verify that our technique works as expected. The third and fourth experiments are the core experiments that show
the main motivation of our algorithm: as a technique to improve the prediction step in interactive segmentation
algorithms, which are predominantly used in commercial applications for cardiac analysis. These last experiments
thus compares our technique to the popular and recent cardiac image segmentation software Medviso [15], [44].
A. Synthetic Experiment
We start by verifying our registration and tracking technique on a synthetic sequence designed to mimic the
piecewise deformation with matching normals for which our technique is designed. We consider a sequence
composed of images with two textures (one for the object, and the other for the background). Textures are needed so
that optical flow can be determined. The region of interest is the disc, and it along with the background contracts. In
addition to the contraction, there is small rotational motions of the disc and the background in opposite directions.
The sequence is constructed so that the normal component across the boundary matches in both regions. Note
that this causes the true flow to be non-smooth across the boundary. Ground truth registration between consecutive
images are known, and the deformation is not infinitesimal.
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image next image color code ground truth
global, α = 3 global, α = 20 global, α = 50 our method
Fig. 4: Global vs. Physically Motivated Registration on Synthetic Images. [Top]: First two frames of the sequence,
optical flow color map, and ground truth registration between images (two regions of differing motion and matching
normals on the boundary). [Bottom]: Optical flow computed using global regularization α = {3, 20, 50}, and by
the proposed method with smoothness αi = αo = 3. The proposed method recovers the true registration while no
amount of global regularization recovers the true registration.
The first row of Figure 4 shows the first two frames of the synthetic sequence, the optical flow color code
(whose color indicates direction and intensity of color indicates magnitude) and the ground truth optical flow
for the first two frames. The second row shows registrations computed by global regularization with smoothness
αi = αo = {3, 20, 50} and the proposed method with αi = αo = 3. Notice that global regularization smooths across
the boundary, thus mixing inhomogeneous motions, leading to an inaccurate registration. Our proposed registration,
which does not smooth across the boundary while satisfying the physical constraint, is able to accurately recover
the true registration.
Figure 5 displays the results of tracking the whole synthetic sequence of 10 frames (only 4 are shown) with
registration that uses global regularization and our method. The first three rows display the result of tracking
using global regularization with smoothness αi = αo = {3, 20, 50}. Notice that global regularization of the
deformation with small global regularization (αi = αo = 3) leads to less smoothing across the boundary, but
an inaccurate segmentation due to small regularization which traps the contour in small scale structures. Larger
global regularization smooths more across the boundary leading to an inaccurate registration. The segmentation
improves, but the boundary is still not captured accurately. No amount of global regularization is able to detect an
accurate boundary. Finally, our method (last row), which smooths within regions while simultaneously satisfying
the normal matching constraint is able to capture both an accurate registration and segmentation.
B. Ventricle Segmentation: Comparison of Three Registration Schemes
In this experiment, we focus on real cardiac MRI data and compare registration methods used for segmentation
of the LV and RV. We visually compare the tracking results given by our method to (M1) registration of only the
interior of current estimate of the ventricle to a subset of next image (to show whole image registration is needed),
and to (M2) standard full image registration with global smoothness. M1 is achieved by computing just the inside
velocity with Neumann boundary conditions on ∂Rτ (normal constraint does not apply in M1). The best results
with respect to ground truth are chosen by choosing the optimal parameter α in all methods. Results on LV and
RV tracking for a full cardiac cycle are given in Figure 6 for the LV and Figure 7 for the RV. Registering only
the organ (M1) results in errors (as the background registration is helpful in restricting undesirable registrations of
the foreground). Globally smooth registration (M2) smooths motion from irrelevant background structures into the
ventricles, which results in drifting from the desired boundary. Our method, which smooths within regions with
satisfying the physical constraint, is able to achieve the most accurate results.
C. LV and RV Segmentation: Quantitative Comparison to Commercial Software
We show experiments demonstrating the main use of our algorithm: in improving the prediction step of interactive
segmentation methods. We show that less interaction is needed with our approach than a recent and widely used
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Fig. 5: Global vs. Physically Motivated Tracking on Synthetic Sequence. [First three rows]: Region tracking
using global regularization with α = {3, 20, 50}. [Last row]: proposed method. Since the proposed technique is able
to better capture the underlying registration than global regularization, it also has higher accuracy in segmentation
of the circular object.
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Fig. 6: Illustrative Differences of Registration Schemes on the LV. [Top]: registering only the inside of the
ventricle leads to inaccurate segmentation in subsequent frames. [Middle]: registering the whole image with global
regularization smooths motion across different structures and leads to inaccurate segmentation. [Bottom]: registering
the entire image with proposed technique leads to the most accurate segmentation. Green: initialization, red:
algorithm result, yellow: ground truth.
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Fig. 7: Illustrative Differences of Registration Schemes on the RV. [Top]: registering only the inside of the
ventricle leads to inaccurate segmentation in subsequent frames. [Middle]: registering the whole image with global
regularization smooths motion across different structures and leads to inaccurate segmentation. [Bottom]: registering
the entire image with proposed technique leads to the most accurate segmentation. Green: initialization, red:
algorithm result, yellow: ground truth.
commercial cardiac segmentation software, Segment from Medviso [15], [44]. We perform quantitative assessment
of the tracking performance of our method and compare it to Medviso. The evaluation was carried out on publicly
available data sets, the MICCAI Left Ventricle Dataset [37] and the MICCAI Right Ventricle Dataset [25]. The
validation dataset from [37] consists of 15 sets of cardiac cine-MRI images. Each set contains 6 to 20 2D slices
from a 3D image, with each slice having 20 images of the cardiac phases. Similarly, the data set [25] contains
16 sets of cardiac cine-MRI images, each containing about 10 slices of 20 phases each. These data sets contain
ground truth segmentations for left and right ventricles respectively (unfortunately ground truth for both the LV
and RV is not available on a single dataset that we are aware of). Both methods start with the same initially correct
segmentation, and subsequent frames are segmented via propagation. No manual interaction is used as we wish to
show that our method would require less interaction. The regularity parameter α = αi = αo in our method is found
by choosing α so that the results are closest to ground truth in a few training cases. The same parameter is then
used for all other cases.
Figures 8 and 9 shows some sample tracking results of the proposed method and Medviso on full cardiac cycles
of two different cases on both the LV dataset and the RV dataset. The ground truth (yellow) is superimposed
when available. A summary of the results on the entire datasets is shown in Table I. The accuracy with respect
to ground truth is measured using average perpendicular distance (APD) and dice metric (DM) for left ventricle,
and Hausdorff distance (HD) and DM for the right ventricle. These metrics are chosen since they are the standard
ones used on these datasets. Both qualitative and quantitative results show that our proposed method leads to more
accurate segmentation of the ventricles and thus leads to less interaction than segmentation propagation schemes
in than Medviso.
D. Multiple Region Segmentation: Full Heart Segmentation
We now demonstrate our approach in performing challenging full heart segmentation: segmentation of the
ventricles and epicardium all in one shot. Both the RV and epicardium are especially challenging as the contrast
of the RV and background is subtle in comparison to the LV, and the myocardium wall near parts of the RV is
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Fig. 8: Comparison on Tracking the Left Ventricle. Two sample results on the MICCAI LV Dataset of full
cardiac cycles (only 5 out of 20 images are shown) of the proposed algorithm and Medviso. The ground truth when
available is shown in yellow is superimposed when available, and the red contour is the result obtained by the
indicated algorithm. Visual results indicate that our algorithm is better able to handle non-homogenous appearance,
and is thus more accurate.
MICCAI LV MICCAI RV
mean ± std APD DM HD DM
Ours 2.39± .31 .88±.02 6.72 ± 3.22 .83±.15
MedViso 4.68± 1.2 .78±.09 15.19 ± 6.08 .73±.19
TABLE I: Quantitative Evaluation on the MICCAI LV validation [37] and MICCAI RV training [25] datasets.
Low APD/HD and high DM indicate good matches.
very thin. We are not aware of another interactive method that is able to segment all structures, and so we compare
to Medviso even though the method is not specifically tailored to the myocardium, but the method is generic and
is able to propagate a segmentation. Further, Medviso does not segment multiple regions all at once and thus we
perform separate segmentation of the LV, RV and epicardium. Since ground truth is not available for the outer wall
of the myocardium in any standard dataset that we aware of, we show visual comparison.
Figure 10 shows the slice-wise results of our method and Medviso on a full 3D cardiac MRI sequence for a
full cardiac cycle. Results indicate that our method is more accurate in capturing the shape of the ventricles and
epicardium, and our method is especially more promising on the RV and epicardium. Figure 11 shows visualization
of the results in 3D, and that our method more accurately resembles the structure of the heart.
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Fig. 9: Comparison on Tracking the Right Ventricle Two sample results on the MICCAI RV Dataset of full
cardiac cycles (only 5 out of 20 images are shown) of the proposed algorithm and Medviso. The ground truth when
available is shown in yellow is superimposed when available, and the red contour is the result obtained by the
indicated algorithm. Visual results indicate that our method is less susceptible to clutter nearby the RV, and thus is
able to capture the RV more accurately.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented an algorithm for propagating the segmentation from one frame in an image sequence to
another via a novel registration algorithm. The registration is physically motivated by the multi-modal motions
among sub-structures and the physical constraints between motions in adjacent regions, specifically the matching
conditions of normal velocities. Traditional registration algorithms apply global regularization smoothing across
region boundaries, mixing motions of differing sub-structures, are not physically motivated, and therefore yield
inaccurate registrations and therefore segmentation propagations. The presented technique solves the registration
via a variational formulation that results in PDEs in regions coupled via boundary conditions that resemble Robin
boundary conditions. This leads to a computationally efficient technique that has the same cost as traditional
regularization.
Experiments have shown that our method is more effective than global regularization in propagating segmentations
in cardiac MRI data of the heart. Moreover, the main motivation for this work has been to improve existing
interactive segmentation techniques, which are commonly used commercially, for cardiac MRI segmentation by
better predicting a segmentation in the next frame from the current frame. We have compared our technique
both qualitatively and quantitatively against a recent and widely used commercial software, Medviso, and results
indicate that our method would require less manual interaction for segmentation correction, specifically in LV, RV
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Fig. 10: Comparison on Multiple Region Segmentation. [Top to Bottom]: 1st, 3rd, 6th and 8th slices shown.
The LV (red), RV (cyan) and myocardium outer boundary (yellow) are simultaneously segmented using our
proposed technique. Comparison is shown to Medviso. Visual results indicate that our technique is more accurate
in segmenting all structures.
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Fig. 11: Comparison on Multiple Region Segmentation (3D Visualization). [Top row]: Medviso result, [Bottom
row]: our result. Grey: Myocardium, cyan: right ventricle, red: left ventricle. Only 5 of 20 frames shown. Results
indicate that the results of our method resemble heart structure.
and epicardium segmentation.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF POSITIVE-DEFINITENESS OF MOTION OPERATORS
This appendix shows that the PDEs with the boundary conditions (21) and (22) (and similarly (12) and (13)
in the previous subsection) can be solved with a conjugate gradient solver by showing the corresponding linear
operators are positive-semi definite. This can be shown by considering the following standard L2 inner product on
the space of admissible velocities vi, vo:〈
v1, v2
〉
=
∫
R
v1i · v2i dx+
∫
Ω\R
v1o · v2o dx.
Given the operator A = (−αi∆ +∇I∇IT , −αo∆ +∇I∇I) acting on v = (vi, vo), positive semi-definiteness is
shown by verifying 〈Av, v〉 ≥ 0:
〈Av, v〉 =
∫
R
(−αi∆vi +∇I∇IT vi) · vi dx+
∫
R
(−αo∆vo +∇I∇IT vo) · vo dx
=
∫
R
αi|∇vi|2+(∇I · vi)2 dx+
∫
Ω\R
αo|∇vo|2+(∇I · vo)2 dx
−
∫
∂R
αi(∇vi ·N) · vi − αo(∇vo ·N) · vo ds
=
∫
R
αi|∇vi|2+(∇I · vi)2 dx+
∫
Ω\R
αo|∇vo|2+(∇I · vo)2 dx ≥ 0.
The last equality is due to the vanishing boundary integrals, which is obtained by noting the boundary conditions
(14) and (15) or (23)-(26). Indeed, noting (14) and (15), we have that αi(∇vi ·N) = αo(∇vo ·N), which implies
the vanishing boundary term above. Similarly, (23)-(26) implies that
αi(∇vi ·N) · vi − αo(∇vo ·N) · vo = αi(∇vi ·N) ·N(vi ·N)− αo(∇vo ·N) ·N(vo ·N) = 0.
Thus, since positive definiteness is shown, the conjugate gradient algorithm may be applied.
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